
A Dynami Approah to DimensionalityRedution in Relational LearningErik Alphonse and Stan MatwinLRI - Bt 490Universit Paris-Sud91405 ORSAY CEDEXfalphonse,stang�lri.frAbstrat. This paper argues that in order to perform data miningon large relational databases with multiple tables, one needs to go be-yond the traditional attribute-value learning (AVL) tehniques. IndutiveLogi Programming lifts the expressivity to the level of �rst-order logi,well-suited for this task. Several subsets of FOL with di�erent expressivepower have been proposed in ILP. The Datalog language is expressiveenough to represent realisti learning problems when data is given di-retly in a multi-relational database. The diÆulty lies in the fat thatthe more expressive the hypothesis language the learner works with, themore ritial the dimensionality of the learning task. The dimensionalityproblem, addressed for deades in Mahine Learning, is typially takledby Feature Subset Seletion (FS) tehniques. The idea of re-using thesetehniques in ILP runs immediately into a problem as examples havevariable size and do not share the same set of literals. The long-termgoal of this researh is to develop tools that will sale up the ILP learn-ers to make them usable on realisti data mining tasks presented by theKDD ommunity.We propose here the �rst paradigm that brings FeatureSubset Seletion to the level of ILP, in languages at least as expressive asDatalog. The main idea is to approximate the original relational problemby a multi-instane problem, a representation suitable for FS tehniques.The method ats as a �lter, preproessing the relational data, prior tothe model building, whih outputs relational examples with empiriallyrelevant literals. An implementation of the paradigm is proposed andsuessfully applied to the biohemial mutagenesis domain.1 IntrodutionLooking bak at the many suesses of KDD and Data Mining in the last deade,some researhers ask where should the �eld go next. Many point to limitationsof the representations of the data and the derived knowledge in the existingmethods. Most of the existing work uses an attribute-value language (AVL), i.e.eah data item desribes the same single entity. At the logial level, this AVLrepresentation is equivalent to propositional logi. There are ompelling reasonsthat require the researhers to look beyond this representation. An importantone for the use of relational representations is that KDD is best understood



invoking the database ontext. In KDD, even more than in Mahine Learning, itis natural to perform indutive disovery working on data derived diretly fromrelational databases. In this ontext, the presene of foreign keys requires theuse of a relatively expressive representation, suh as Datalog [11, 3℄.In Mahine Learning, the idea of induing general knowledge from examplesin First Order Logi (FOL) has been known as Indutive Logi Programming forthe last 10 years. Many ahievements have been aomplished, but researhershave now realized that there exists a dihotomy between expressiveness and eÆ-ieny [19℄. One of the main diÆulties that prevents ILP from takling large-sizeproblems typial of KDD appliations is the dimensionality of the hypothesisspae, whih is onsiderably larger than in AVL. Even more importantly, theoverage test (or onjuntive query problem in relational database terminology)involves logial mathing of FOL formulae representing the hypotheses againstthe training examples. Sine this type of mathing is NP-omplete, overage test-ing, in the worst ase, is exponentially more expensive than the same operationin AVL indution. Therefore there is an additional interest in limiting the size ofhypotheses spaes to derease the total ost of overage tests. In AVL learning,the dimensionality problem has been addressed for years by feature seletiontehniques. Several suessful approahes to feature seletion (FS) have beenproposed [12, 13℄, and are widely used not only in researh but also in industrialpratie, as feature seletion funtions are inluded in ommerial data miningsystems like Mineset and SIPINA. It is only natural to ask if feature seletionould be applied to ILP as well. Following F�urnkranz [10℄, we argue that theusual stati ILP approah to limit the hypothesis spae [16℄ through a restritedhypothesis bias needs to be omplemented by a dynami, data-driven approahsimilar to the suessful FS methods in AVL.However, the idea of performing FS in an ILP setting runs immediately into aproblem. All data-driven FS methods rely on the values of a �xed set of attributesto evaluate their relevane. In ILP, though, due to the level of expressivity, thereis no �xed set of attributes for a given problem: literals hange from example toexample, and examples have a variable number of literals. If we an agree that�ltering a relational problem would output a new relational problem where eahexample has got its irrelevant literals removed, what is an attribute in ILP? Themain idea of this paper is to fous on �ltering one example at a time. Indeed,using the example as a pattern, we an redesribe the whole relational problemwith respet to this pattern. We will obtain a multi-instane problem [8, 6℄ rep-resentative of the initial problem, where the �xed set of literals of the pattern isused as the �xed set of attributes. Extending an FS algorithm to deal with thisrepresentation, we will be able to evaluate the relevane of the pattern's literals,that is, of the given example. Finally, onsidering all examples in turn will �lterthe whole database.The underlying hange of representation, so-alled multi-instane propositional-ization, begins to be investigated by several researhers [21, 26, 2℄. It reformulatesthe FOL learning problem as a multi-instane one, aiming at preserving all theinformation with respet to the pattern used. We would like to point out that



this hange of representation strongly di�ers from Kramer's propositionalization[14℄, whih is a feature ontrution proess of boolean attributes. We are goingto see that the reformulated problem obtained by the multi-instane proposi-tionalization shows partiularities that imply some onstraints on the design ofthe �ltering algorithm, whih, as far as we know, has not been investigated.It has to be noted that Lavra� et al. [15℄ have proposed a feature seletionframework in ILP, using a onstrained language named Dedutive HierarhialDataBase (DHDB). This language does not allow existential variables and there-fore the overage test is quadrati. Hene, all problems desribed in DHDB anbe ompiled into propositional logi in polynomial time. This subset of the �rstorder logi being equivalent to the propositional logi, feature seletion teh-niques an be straightforwardly applied, but this language is too limited to han-dle urrent ILP benhmark datasets like mutagenesis (set. 4) or multi-relationaldatabases [11℄.In the next setion we introdue, after some notations used in this paper, themulti-instane propositionalization. In setion 3, after presenting our paradigmto perform FS in ILP, we show the need to extend lassial feature seletionalgorithms and propose an implementation the paradigm. The method is thenempirially validated on the mutagenesis problem, a real-word dataset in ILPused as benhmark setion 4. We onlude after disussing the experiments per-formed with our approah.2 Multi-instane PropositionalizationWe address learning in the non-reursive Datalog language, whih is a non reur-sive Horn lause language without funtion symbols other than onstants. Weuse the typial learning by impliation paradigm [7℄, desribed as the following:Given a set of positive examples E+ and negative examples E�, �nd a hypoth-esis, h, suh that:{ 8e+ 2 E+; h � e+{ 8e� 2 E�; h 6� e�In other words, we need to �nd a hypothesis whih generalizes or subsumesall positive examples and does not subsume a negative example. In Datalog,the logial impliation is equivalent to �-subsumption [17℄, whih is deidable.Unfortunately, as far as ompleteness is onerned, no re�nement operator anbe de�ned [25℄, and therefore, we rely on weaker partial orders. In this paper,we will use the OI-subsumption:De�nition 1 (OI-subsumption [9℄). A lause C �-subsumes a lause D i�there exists a one-to-one mapping (substitution) � s.t. C� � DOI-subsumption is viewed as an extension of the unique name assumption tovariables. Its advantage is that learning under suh a relation is easily mehaniz-able and e�etive [9℄. Moreover, the expressive power of Datalog theories under



OI-subsumption is the same as under �-subsumption, but the former are moreappealing for experts [23℄.The multi-instane propositionalization [21, 26, 2℄ is a representation shiftthat reformulates the FOL learning problem as a multi-instane problem, aim-ing at preserving the expressive power of the original problem. This approah,adapted for di�erent learning systems, is based on the following priniple: givenan FOL formula P , the propositionalization pattern, eah FOL example e is de-sribed as a set of attribute-value vetors that have been omputed from the setof mathing substitutions between P and e. In other words, de�ning a patternallows to use its literals to de�ne a �xed set of attributes to re-desribe all theFOL examples, and, eah mathing substitution is used to assess the values ofattributes (see [22℄ for details on the di�erent kinds of attributes).As a �rst attempt, we restrit ourselves to relational learning, even if the multi-instane propositionalization is general enough to address numerial learning inFOL [22℄. The relational problem is typially the non-determinate part of thelearning problem, and therefore the part where the dimensionality is the mostritial. Consequently, in relational learning, the value of eah attribute for a par-tiular substitution indiates the mathing or not of its orresponding prediate:the new instane spae is a boolean instane spae only.2.1 Propositionalization of the Training SetWe briey desribe the propositionalization proess through an example as itis similar to the one de�ned in [2℄, althought for another purpose. We de�nethe pattern of propositionalization P as the variabilization of a given positiveexample, under OI-subsumption.Eah literal of P de�nes a boolean attribute that will be used to reformulateeah FOL example e (positive or negative) of the training set as a set of booleanvetors. A boolean vetor is onstruted for eah substitution �k that mathesa subset of P to a subset of e. For onveniene, we will not distinguish in theremainder of the paper a mathing (substitution) from its assoiated booleanvetor.Example 1. Let us onsider the non-reursive Datalog spae ordered by OI-subsumption. Let E, and E0 be two positive examples and NE be a negativeexample of the target onept, inspired by R. Mihalsky'trains problem1:E': train(t)  ar(t,1),short(1),has load(1,l11),retangular(l11),ar(t,2),short(2),has load(2,l21),irular(l21).E: train(t)  ar(t,1),long(1),has load(1,l11),retangular(l11),ar(t,2),long(2),has load(2,l21),hexagonal(l21),ar(t,3),short(3),has load(3,l31),hexagonal(l31).NE: train(t) ar(t,1),long(1),has load(1,l11),retangular(l11),ar(t,2),short(2),has load(2,l21),hexagonal(l21),ar(t,3),short(3),has load(3,l31),irular(l31).1 This language of representation uses existential variables and therefore is more ex-pressive than DHDB.



To redesribe the whole dataset, we use E0 to onstrut the pattern P . Webuild it as the maximal variabilization of E0 (omitting the head):P : ar(V,W),short(W),has load(W,X),retangular(X),ar(V,Y),short(Y),has load(Y,Z),irular(Z).Given P , we build the new instane spae showed in Table 1. Let us morelosely onsider how example E is reformulated. The propositionalization algo-rithm searhes for all substitutions whih, when applied to literals of P , willresult in literals belonging to E. The propositionalization proess �rst builds thesubstitution �E;1 = fW=1; X=l11; Y=2; Z=l21g. Notie that literal irular(Z)of P has not been mathed to any literal of E, hene the value "false". Whensearhing for another possible mathing for literals ar(V;W ) and ar(V; Y ) withliterals of E, one gets another substitution �E;2 = fW=1; X=l11; Y=3; Z=l31g.Another mathing of these literals with E yields �E;i = fW=3; X=l31; Y=2; Z=l21gand neither retangular(X) or irular(Z) are mathed. In our example, threeother substitutions (and therefore three other boolean vetors) are obtainedwhen searhing among all possible partial mathings of variables of P with on-stants of E is ompleted.Table 1. The tabular representation of a FOL problemP ar(V,W) short(W) hl(W,X) ret(Z) ar(V,Y) short(Y) hl(Y,Z) ir(Z)�P 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1�E;1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 0�E;2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0: : :�E;i 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0: : :�NE;1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0�NE;2 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1: : :�NE;j 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0: : :
2.2 New Learning TaskAs eah vetor represents a mathing of P 's literals to the ones of the FOLexamples, eah reformulated example is desribed by a set of vetors more generalthan or equal to P . Therefore, by onstrution, the propositionalization patternP is represented by the bottommost element of the new instane spae (�Pin table 1). There exists a one-to-one mapping between eah vetor and theorresponding FOL desription where the syntati representative is simply asubset of the hosen propositionalization pattern.



As pointed out in [26℄, the learning task is no longer to indue a FOL oneptonsistent with all positive and negative boolean vetors but is now a multi-instane problem[8℄:De�nition 2. The reformulated learning task onsists in �nding a onept thatovers for eah FOL positive example at least one of its assoiated boolean vetors(ompleteness) and none of the boolean vetors assoiated to any FOL negativeexample (orretness).As far as ompleteness is onerned, it has been proved that multi-instanepropositionalization under OI-subsumption is a sound hange of representation,in the sense that the set of solutions is preserved. We will refer to [1℄ for details.3 Feature Seletion in ILPAs we have shown, the multi-instane propositionalization (MIP2) is based ona de�nition of a pattern to rede�ne the original relational problem. We use theset of P 's literals as set of attributes, and we use eah substitution mathingliterals of P to a given example to re-desribe this example in terms of the setof attributes. Using �ltering (feature seletion) tehniques adapted to work withthe reformulated problem, one an selet features that orrespond to a seletionof literals of the propositionalization pattern. If we set a positive3 example asthe propositionalization pattern and selet a subset of literals as proposed, wewill perform a feature subset seletion of this positive example.However, as pointed out by [21, 6℄, attribute-value algorithms working onthe reformulated problem must deal with data of exponential size wrt the FOLproblem. For example, under OI-subsumption and given a pattern P , a FOLexample is theoretially to be reformulated as a set of niPmi vetors, where niandmi are the number of ourrenes of prediate symbol pi in the FOL examplee and in P , respetively. For instane, in the mutagenesis dataset, desribedin setion 4 the potential number of mathings is 40P40 = 40!. But this setis highly redundant [2℄ and only few vetors are indeed suÆient to representthe whole instane spae. Algorithms an be designed to approximate this setof non-redundant vetors in order to ope with the intratability of the MIP.Indeed, this set is known to be the set of the most spei� vetors in the booleanlattie-like instane spae (the nearest-misses and nearest-hits of the pattern).An approximation an be ahieved by working with a subset of vetors whoseelements are as lose as possible to the non-redundant, minimal elements. Wewill refer to this approah as bounded multi-instane propositionalization.Therefore, we propose the following overall sheme for seleting features inILP:2 We will indi�erently refer as MIP to both the hange of representation proess andthe result of this proess (a multi-instane problem, see setion 2.2)3 In the learning by impliation paradigm, it does not make sense to �lter negativeexamples sine the more spei� they are, the more informative is the training set.



1. set a not-yet-�ltered positive FOL example as the propositionalization pat-tern and perform a bounded MIP of the relational problem2. apply a propositional feature seletion �lter, upgraded for handling MIP (thehoie of a relevant �lter will be disussed below)3. output the �ltered example, by mapping the seleted features onto the rele-vant literals4. reiterate with eah remaining not-yet-�ltered positive examples of the rela-tional databaseThe result of steps 1-4 represents a redued FOL representation of the origi-nal problem. This redued representation is then given, as in the AVL FS setting,to an FOL learner to obtain the �nal solution. In setions 4.1 - 4.2, in order toempirially evaluate the paradigm, we are going to propose a simple implemen-tation of the above steps. We will disuss its limitations in setion 5.3.1 Bounded Multi-instane PropositionalizationOne of the simplest bounded propositionalization shemes has been proposedby Sebag et al. [22℄. They apply a stohasti proess where k mathings areseleted to yield a bounded reformulated problem, with k being a user-suppliedparameter. This approah has been suessfully used in the learning systemSTILL.For the stohasti seletion, we use, similarly to STILL, a uniform samplingwith replaement. This algorithm works just like the propositionalization de-sribed in Set. 2. Instead of an exhaustive searh of all the mathings for agiven literal, one piks one of them randomly. Therefore, given k, the number ofvetors to be omputed, the time omplexity is O (k jP j jej), with P and e beingthe propositionalization pattern and the example respetively.3.2 Feature Seletion of the Reformulated ProblemIn the proposed approah, feature seletion is performed by �rst reformulatingthe relational problem, and then by applying feature subset seletion tehniques.Consequently, the �lter methods used for feature seletion must perform well inthe ontext of a :{ multi-instane representation{ bounded multi-instane propositionalizationMore preisely, these two approahes ombined will inevitably produe noise,and therefore, the issue of noise resistane has to be addressed while designing a�lter algorithm. First of all, it has been pointed out that the underlying multi-instane representation of the reformulated problem ould be seen as a lass-noisy representation of the positive data [4, 5℄. Aording to de�nition 2, eahpositive FOL example is represented by a set of vetors, suh that overingonly one of them is suÆient to over the FOL example. This problem has been



studied in the ILP ommunity and relaxing the ompleteness is typially applied[26, 2℄.We want to fous on the partiular soure of noise that is the bounded MIP,whih indues both lass and attribute noise. On one hand, the propositional-ization shifts the initial instane spae into a boolean one bounded from belowby the pattern, eah reformulation of FOL examples being asted onto this newspae. For instane, reformulating a negative FOL example will produe a set ofnegative boolean vetors. The onverse does not neessarily hold while reformu-lating a positive example. Indeed, in the disjuntive learning ase, the patternand the positive example may not belong to the same sub-onept. That is, someliterals disriminate between the sub-onept of P and the sub-onept of theexample. These literals, used as attributes to desribe the several reformulationsof the example will not be mathed by de�nition. Therefore the MIP will produeirrelevant and over-general 4 vetors whih do not have to be taken into aount.In this manner, propositionalization introdues lass-noise for these partiularpositive examples whih are tagged positive in the training set but whih reallyare negative examples with respet to the pattern.On the other hand, bounded propositionalization opes with the intratabilityof the hange of representation by approximating the set of the most spei�vetors. This approximation will produe a generalization of the most spei�vetors. This generalization an be viewed as obtaining the most spei� ve-tors from a soure of noise, in whih some attributes' values "true" have beenipped to values "false". Due to our partiular learning setting, the attribute-noise impat di�ers between negative and positive examples. For the former, theso generalized negative examples are still negative. For the latter, ipping trueto false an transform the positive vetor into a negative one.This last property seems to invalidate any pruning sheme able to ope withboth the lass-noise and attribute-noise of positive examples. Moreover, all pos-itive examples other than the pattern are potentially noisy. As far as we know,feature subset seletion in a ontext of a noisy MIP has not been investigated yet.Therefore, as a �rst attempt to bring feature seletion tehniques to ILP, we aregoing to present, in the next setion, a simple Relief-like algorithm, whih willnot take into aount positive examples other than the pattern, and thereforewill deal with the problem of the attribute-noisy negative examples only.A Relief-based Filter for the Reformulated Problem Relief has beenshown to suessfully handle attribute-noise [12℄. This algorithm is fast andreliable for deteting relevant, orrelated attributes, both nominal and ordinal.Relief is inspired by instane-based learning, observing how attributes di�eramong instanes to assess their relevane. It outputs a ranked list of attributes,maintaining a weight for eah feature, whih is inreased if the feature seems4 This ase is exempli�ed by the FOL learning problem desribed in example 1. Itan be seen that a onjuntive solution does not exist in the Datalog language. Allvetors obtained by propositionalizing the positive FOL example are more generalthan the negative vetor �NE;2.



relevant and dereased if irrelevant. The e�etive seletion of relevant featuresis made by setting a threshold, usually set to zero when no prior knowledge isavailable.Using Relief in an ILP ontext has been already disussed in [18℄ to pruneirrelevant branhes of re�nement graphs. Although we use a Relief-like �lterfor a ompletely di�erent task, we share the same weight update proedure. Toassess the relevane of a partiular attribute, we an just look at the disrepanybetween the attribute values of the pattern and the negative vetors. As theformer is the bottommost element of the boolean lattie, i.e. all attributes are setto one, the relevane of an attribute an be assessed from the negative examplesonly. So, the gain of an attribute wrt a negative vetor depends whether theattribute is set to one or to zero. In our learning setting 5, if the attribute is one,it an not be used to disriminate the negative vetor, hene its gain is negative(-1). In the same way, its gain is positive (+1) if its value is zero. The �lteringalgorithm is shown �gure 1.�ltering(k,E�,P)% returns an empirially relevant seletion of P's literalsSet all weights W[i℄ to 0.0For eah FOL negative example e in E� doRepeat k timesCompute one vetor v by propositionalizing e wrt PFor i := 1 to all attributes doW [i℄ :=W [i℄ + gain(v)return all attributes whose the weight is positive.Fig. 1. Filtering AlgorithmAll FOL negative instanes are used6. For onveniene, we an onsider theweights normalized between [-1;+1℄. If we analyze the two extremal weights, wean see that an attribute with value true in every negative example will have aweight equal to -1, as it an not be used at all to solve the disrimination task.An attribute not belonging to any negative vetors will get a weight +1, as it isvery disriminating.The time omplexity of this algorithm is linear in k, in the number of negativeexamples and in the omplexity of omputing one vetor by propositionalization.In the ase where the sampling sheme desribed in Set. 3.1 is used, the totalomplexity is O (k jE�j jP j jej). Due to the fat we do not use the positive exam-ples, we require neither spae in k, nor in the size of the training set, that is tosay, the spae omplexity is onstant. This feature will be disussed in setion 5.5 When learning by impliation, only literals from the bottommost lause's body areused for the disrimination task.6 In the original version of Relief, only a �xed number of instanes piked at randomis used. Although this results in a high variane, it is an interesting approah whendealing with a large number of instanes



The �lter at work In order to illustrate the �ltering proess, we are going to�lter the positive FOL example E0, given as the propositionalization pattern inthe example 1. Aording to setion 3.2, for eah negative vetor omputed, eahattribute whose the value is true will have a negative gain. Considering only thevetors given in example 1 (as a result of bounded MIP), we have the resultsgiven in table 2, the last row showing the normalized weight of eah attribute.The e�etive seletion of attributes is performed by seleting those whose theweight is positive, i.e. : r(Z) and U = Y .Therefore, given the relational problem and the following example as the pattern:E0 : (a) p(a; b); q(b); q(a); r():The urrent implementation will produe the following �ltered example7:E0 : (a) q(a); r():Table 2. The output of the �lter algorithmP (U) p(V;W ) q(X) q(Y ) r(Z) U = V U = Y V = Y W = X�NE;1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 -1�NE;2 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1 -1�NE;j -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 +1-1 -1 -1 -1 +1 -0.33 +0.33 -0.33 -0.33
4 ExperimentsTo evaluate the approah we use the ILP system Propal [2℄ as learning algo-rithm.We have evaluated the approah by performing experiments on the two Mu-tagenesis datasets, well-known ILP problems used as benhmark tests. In theseproblems, eah example onsists of a strutural desription of a moleule as ade�nite lause. The moleules have to be lassi�ed into mutageni and non-mutageni ones. The representation language used has been de�ned from bak-ground knowledge B0, whih uses only relational literals, takling nominal andordinal arguments as onstants (see [24℄ for a detailed explanation). In a fewwords, positive and negative examples of the target onept are moleules de-sribed in terms of atoms (between 25 and 40 atoms) and bonds between someof these atoms.One of the two datasets is "regression-friendly", in whih a good regres-sion analysis an be performed, omposed of 188 moleules, and the other one,7 This representation of the �nal example depends of the language of representationused.



"regression-unfriendly", omposed of 42 moleules. The experimental protool isthe one provided in [24℄. The auray of the learned theory for the regression-friendly dataset (RF) is evaluated by a 10-ross-validation (the 10 folds beingalready given), and the auray on the regression-unfriendly (RU) is evaluatedby a leave-one-out proedure. Eah learning time is alulated by performinglearning on the whole dataset.Table 3. Comparison of the Propal's performane on the original datasets and the�ltered ones RF RUAuray (%) Time (s.) Auray (%) Time (s.)Filtered (k = 100) 85.54 �1:3 69 �26 80.71 �1:75 6.34 �1:61Filtered (k = 500) 85.50 �1:73 110 �1 82.61 �3:73 5.96 �0:85Not �ltered 81.80 290 71.4 10Table 3 ompares the Propal's performane on the Mutagenesis datasets�ltered and not �ltered. The time to �lter the two databases is negligible. Dueto the stohasti proess of the bounded propositionalization used, eah aurayand time have been averaged over 10 runs; the standard deviation is given.As expeted, we an see that the performane of Propal has been improved,both in auray and time. It is interesting to notie the small standard deviationobtained for the auray, although the total number of vetors extrated is reallysmall ompared to the size of the mathing spae in mutagenesis. That ouldbe an evidene that this spae is highly redundant, and the �ltering step doesnot su�er from the poor bounded propositionalization sheme, at least for themutagenesis problems. The deterioration of the performane for the ase withk = 500 is most likely due to the injetion of noise into the data by working witha larger sample of the noisy instane spae.5 DisussionSeveral remarks are in order to summarize the implementation of the paradigmused for the validation. Firstly, we use a very simple bounded MIP sheme whihdoes not depend on the appliation and the struture of the spae of mathingsbeing searhed. There is a need for an informed sampling sheme here, one whihwould take into aount the partial ordering between instanes in order to extratvetors as spei� as possible and possibly partiularities of the appliation.Seondly, we an observe that the parameter k, speifying the size of the examplespae sampled from the entire searh spae, is arbitrary in the approah desribedhere. At this point, we do not have a good grasp of the range of values of k whihwill allow eÆient and yet preise learning from the sample. We an observe thatalthough one ould antiipate k to be large, our experiments indiate that even



a very small k (wrt the total size of the mathing searh spae) is adequate,at least in the mutagenesis appliation. Thirdly, with the upgrade of featureseletion tehniques, there is also an upgrade of the �lter algorithm, whih hasto take into aount our partiular settings. Takling a bounded MIP needs tobe further investigated. We proposed here a Relief-like algorithm for its abilityto ope with attribute-noise and numerial attributes (not yet evaluated). Themethod desribed does not use any positive examples other that P . Clearly,there is room for improvement here: use of positive examples should allow fora tighter, more foused searh spae, and onsequently a better approximationof the relevant literals. However, it is worth onsidering it further due to its lowomplexity, and its onstant spae requirement whih ould one allow to handlearbitrarily large sample size (here, k in set. 3.1).6 ConlusionOn the one hand, relational problems typially have to ope with dimensional-ity hallenges harder than those in AVL learning. On the other hand, MahineLearning researh has developed e�etive tehniques for dealing with dimension-ality by means of feature seletion �lters. It is not obvious, however, how toperform feature seletion in ILP beausethere is no notion of a �xed set of fea-tures for a given ILP task. We have resolved this problem and proposed a generalparadigm enabling feature subset seletion tehniques to be applied in ILP, inlanguages at least as expressive as Datalog. Our design riteria foused on theability to handle FOL problems expressive enough to support KDD appliations.This ability means that a FOL representation must inlude free, existentiallyquanti�ed variables. As far as we know, it is the �rst feature seletion methodwhih works with reasonably expressive subsets of FOL. Moreover, our methodis appliable to any learning setting in whih the generality relationship is basedon partial ordering (e.g. theta-subsumption).The main idea is to onsider �ltering one relational example at a time. Thisuses its literals as a �xed set of attributes for approximating the relational prob-lem by a MIP. Filtering the MIP allows us to assess the relevane of the example'sliterals. To �lter the whole relational problem, we onsider eah example in turn.In this paradigm, the feature seletion tehniques work as a front end �lter, ap-plied prior to further proessings and to the model building.The reformulated problem whih has to be �ltered is a noisy MIP, whih has notbeen investigated yet by the mahine learning ommunity. We have proposed asimple solution to this problem but further researh is needed. A possible exten-sion is to develop a model of noise introdued by the hange of representation asdesribed in Set. 3.2, and then to ome up with an AVL FS under this model,maybe following [5℄.In order to evaluate the relevane of the approah, we have proposed a simpleimplementation, and we have performed experiments on two datasets of muta-genesis, a real-word biohemial domain, onsidered as benhmark tests in ILP.The results are enouraging, showing as expeted, an improvement both in time
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